
Regali makes memorial fingerprint and toeprint charms of your loved ones. These
charms are made of Fine Silver (99.9% pure). They are accented with a  crystal of

your choice and stamped on the back with initials or your choice of
personalization. Each charm is made individually by hand.

Charms made of small babies can include a single
finger, multiple fingers, toes, and occasionally

entire hands or feet. Most baby prints won't have
fingerprint lines, but these charms will still show an

indent of the fingers and toes.

Completed charms are shipped within 1 week of receipt at our studio.

Regali  Silver Fingerprint Charms

Completed charms are usually about the size
of a dime, but will change diameter and

thickness depending on how hard the digit is
pressed into the clay.

Each charm hangs on an open silver jump ring so
you can add it to your own chain. Check out our

website to see the necklaces, bracelets, and other
jewelry that we make.

We make a copy of each imprint. Copies are kept
indefinitely, so that families can order additional

charms in the future. 

We hand-stamp up to 4 characters on the back
of each charm. See the other side  of this sheet

for stamp choices.

®



You can choose between a combination of letters, numbers, and symbols. We can stamp most special icons
above or below 4 characters or alongside 1-3 characters. We can also occasionally stack characters over

characters (up to 4). I try to accommodate everyone's wishes, so if you have another stamp or
personalization in mind, please ask! You can see all my metal stamps on my website.

Fingerprint Charm Options
Finish: Your charm can be left shiny or finished with patina.

Shiny Patina
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Personalization on Back of Charm: Each charm can be stamped with up to 4 characters. 

Accent: You can choose to include an accent crystal at no additional cost. Choices are
shown below. It's also common to leave off a crystal.

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Additional crystal colors may be available. Please let us know if there's a color you'd like that's not shown.

Questions? Contact Anne Moriarty | www.RegaliJewelry.com | 703-473-0967 | Anne.Moriarty@RegaliJewelry.com 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________




